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By driving a 3D transmon with microwave fields, we generate an effective avoided energy-level crossing. Then we chirp microwave frequency, which is equivalent to driving the system through the avoided energy-level crossing by sweeping the avoided crossing. A double-passage chirp produces Landau-Zener-Stückelberg-Majorana (LZSM) interference that agrees well with the numerical results, especially with the initial state being an eigen-energy state in the center of an avoided level crossing. A time-resolved state tomography measurement is performed in the evolution of LZSM interference, showing an experimental evidence for the dynamical evolution of quantum state. Our method is fully applicable to other quantum systems that contain no intrinsic avoided level crossing, providing an alternative approach for quantum control and quantum simulation.
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Landau-Zener-Stückelberg-Majorana (LZSM) interference$^{1-5}$ is a well known quantum phenomenon, resulting from sweeping a system back and forth across an avoided energy-level crossing in the energy diagram. It has been extensively explored in a lot of systems$^6$ including atomic systems,$^7$ quantum dots,$^8$ and superconducting qubits.$^9-13$ In the recent practice of quantum information processing, LZSM interference provides a useful tool to calibrate some crucial characteristics of a system, e.g., the energy-level structure, the coupling strength of the quantum states, and the decoherence time.$^9,10,14$ It also finds applications in manipulating quantum states. Conventionally, in order to generate LZSM interference one has to locate an avoided energy-level crossing in the energy diagram of the system. Then one sweeps the external parameter to drive the system across the avoided energy-level crossing, where Landau-Zener (LZ) transition occurs. The split states of the system evolve along two different paths, accumulating phase difference. When one sweeps the system back and passes the avoided energy-level crossing again, the split states will interfere, creating LZSM interference patterns. However, for some quantum systems, there is no avoided energy-level crossing in the energy diagram. Even worse, their energy-level spacings may be independent of the external bias parameters therefore one cannot drive the system by sweeping the external parameters. A typical case with these two properties is a 3D transmon,$^{15,16}$ which is an improved version of a superconducting qubit.$^{17}$ Although significant amounts of quantum phenomenon have been demonstrated,$^{18-21}$ LZSM interference has not been reported in 3D transmon so far.

Chirping field is a widely used method for coherent population transfer in atomic and molecular systems.$^{22-25}$ In this letter, we realize LZSM interference in a 3D transmon by using chirped microwave. In the rotating frame, a microwave driven 3D transmon exists an effective avoided energy-level crossing.$^{26}$ By gradually chirping the microwave frequency, we can drive the system through the avoided energy-level crossing instead of sweeping the external bias parameter.$^{27}$ By sweeping the system twice across the avoided energy-level crossing, we observe LZSM interference and show the quantum dynamic evolution of LZSM interference changing with the initial states and detuning. The numerical simulated results agree with the experimental data very well.

The sample we used is a transmon qubit centered in a 3D rectangular aluminum (Al 6061-T6 alloy) cavity. The fundamental resonant frequency of the bare cavity is 9.0131 GHz. The transmon is fabricated with standard double-angle shadow evaporation of aluminum on a high-resistivity silicon substrate. The sample is mounted on the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator with base temperature about 20 mK. A μ-metal can is used to shield the external magnetic field. In order to achieve high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the input signal is heavily attenuated and the low-noise microwave amplifiers have been used for the output signal.$^{18}$ The qubit state is readout by a standard “bright state” readout technique of heterodyne technique.$^{28}$

The truncated Hamiltonian of the two lowest levels $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ of a 3D transmon qubit are $H_{01}=\hbar\omega_{01}$, where $\omega_{01}$ is the energy difference between $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$. From spectroscopy measurement, we obtain that $\omega_{01}/2\pi=5.7744$ GHz, as shown in Fig. 1(a). With the second excited energy level...
determined as $\omega_{02}/2\pi = 11.2744\text{GHz}$, we calculated the Josephson coupling energy as $E_J/\hbar = 16.7\pm0.1\text{GHz}$, and the charge energy as $E_C/\hbar = 274\pm2\text{MHz}$.29

If we drive the qubit with microwave $A_r \sin \omega_r t$, the Hamiltonian of the driven system is identical to a quantum two-level system ($\hbar \equiv 1$)

$$H = -\frac{1}{2}(\epsilon \sigma_z + \Omega_0 \sigma_x),$$

where $\epsilon = \omega_r - \omega_{01}$ is the detuning and $\Omega_0$ is the gap size of the avoided energy-level crossing, as shown in Fig. 1(b), which is proportional to the amplitude of the microwave field $A_r$. In general, for a 3D transmon, $\omega_{01}$ is constant. We cannot change $\omega_{01}$ to generate ordinary LZ transition by sweeping the external field. However, in order to sweep the system across the avoided energy-level crossing, we can chirp the microwave frequency $\omega_r$ from $\omega_{01}$ to $\omega_{02}$ linearly to cross $\omega_{01}$, i.e., $\epsilon(t) = \omega_{01}(t) - \omega_{01}$. In our experiments, the chirp operation is easily realized by applying intermediate frequency (IF) modulation signals generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix 70002) to the I/Q ports of a vector signal generator (R&S SGS100A). Suppose the local microwave signal is $A_r \sin(\omega_{01}(t))$, the waveforms applied on the I and Q ports are quadrature signals, i.e., $\cos(\delta_{0} t + \phi_{0})$ and $\sin(\delta_{0} t + \phi_{0})$, respectively, then the modulated microwave waveform is $A_r \sin((\omega_{01} + \delta_{0})t + \phi_{0})$, where $\delta_{0} = \epsilon = vt$, $v$ is the sweeping speed, and $\phi_{0}$ is the initial phase of the modulation. In our experiment, we set $\phi_{0} = 0$ so that the coupling between the chirped microwave field and the qubit is in $x$ direction. A chirp operation with same speed is performed to sweep the system back across the avoided level crossing, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The double passage passing the avoided crossing leads to LZSM interference, which is analogous to Mach-Zehnder interferometry in optics.9 After the chirp operation, a state tomography measurement30–32 is performed to obtain the state in $|0\rangle$ at $\epsilon_f/2\pi = -400\text{MHz}$, satisfying $|\epsilon_f|/\Omega_0 = 20 \gg 1$, which indicates that the sweeping starts far away from the center of avoided crossing. Then we can adjust the sweeping range $\epsilon_f$ and sweeping time $t_{LZ}$, which are defined by the final frequency of chirp and the chirp speed, respectively. In order to produce LZSM interference, we let the qubit pass the avoided crossing twice. For simplicity, the sweeping speed keeps unchanged for the two passages. Therefore, the whole time for LZSM interference evolution is $t_{LZSM} = 2t_{LZ}$. Fig. 2(a) shows the typical patterns of LZSM interference, where $t_{LZ}$ varies from 1 ns to 50 ns, and $\epsilon_f/2\pi$ varies from $-400\text{MHz}$ to 400 MHz. All three components of the qubit state represented by the expectation values of $\langle \sigma_x, \sigma_y, \sigma_z \rangle$ are measured by performing the state tomography measurement after the LZSM interference evolution.

In order to confirm the observation, we compare the results with those of the numerical simulation. The quantum dynamics of system can be described with the master equation of the time evolution of the density matrix $\rho$ considering the effects of dissipation

$$\dot{\rho} = \frac{1}{i\hbar}[H, \rho] - \Gamma[\rho],$$

where $H$ is the Hamiltonian of the system given by Eq. (1). $\Gamma[\rho]$ describes the decoherence effect in the evolution phenomenologically, including the relaxation time $T_1$ and dephasing time $T_2$. By substituting $T_1 = 2.38\pm0.13\mu s$ determined from energy relaxation measurement and $T_2 = 2.27\pm0.33\mu s$ determined from Ramsey fringe measurement, we obtain the numerical patterns, as shown in the insets of Fig. 2(a). The agreement between the theoretical and experimental results is excellent, indicating the validity of our chirp method in realization of LZSM interference.

For another case, we prepare the initial state in $\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|0\rangle + |1\rangle)$, an energy eigenstate of the system, by applying a resonant $-\pi/2$ rotation around the $y$ axis. This time we start the evolution from the center of the avoided crossing, i.e., $\epsilon_f/2\pi = 0$. Similar to the previous experiment, we choose $\Omega_0/2\pi = 20\text{MHz}$, $\epsilon_f/2\pi$ ranges from 0 to
$-400\,\text{MHz}$, and $t_{LZ}$ varies from $1\,\text{ns}$ to $50\,\text{ns}$. The results of the expectation values $\langle \sigma_{x,y,z} \rangle$ of the qubit state are shown in Fig. 2(b), which are also in excellent agreement with the numerical simulations (insets). We would like to mention that LZSM interferences in previous work usually start sweeping the parameter far away from the avoided crossing. Although it is not difficult to theoretically calculate the evolution starting from the center of the avoided crossing with the initial state being the energy eigenstate, there are two obstacles for the experimental investigation. One is how to define the exact center of the avoided crossing. The other is how to create the high fidelity initial eigenstate which is the superposition of diabatic states. Our chirp method solves both problems simultaneously: The avoided crossing is easily defined at $\omega_\ell(\tau) = \omega_{01}$, i.e., $\epsilon = 0$. At the same time, the initial state can be prepared with on-resonant microwave; therefore, one can initialize the state to any point on Bloch sphere, including the energy eigenstate of the system.

The excellent agreement between the experimental data and the simulation results indicates that with a chirp technique one can realize and investigate LZSM interference completely in a system without intrinsic avoided energy-level crossings. The splitting of the avoided crossing and the sweeping range can be tuned conveniently by changing the chirp parameters such as $\Omega_\ell$ and $\delta_\ell$. We are able to prepare the initial state completely in one of the eigenstates without any leakage to the other one.

Using the method of chirping frequency, one can also perform time-resolved state tomography measurement to obtain the dynamical evolution of the qubit during LZSM interference. We set $\epsilon_\ell/2\pi = -400\,\text{MHz}$ and $\delta_\ell/2\pi = 400\,\text{MHz}$. The total evolution time is $40\,\text{ns}$. At each step which is $1\,\text{ns}$, the state of the qubit is measured. Then the density matrix in the dynamical evolution of the qubit during LZSM interference can be obtained. For example, the density matrix of the qubit at evolution time $T=1\,\text{ns}$, $24\,\text{ns}$, and $40\,\text{ns}$ is shown in Fig. 3(a), representing the qubit state at the beginning, after the first LZ transition, and at the end of an LZSM interference process, respectively. The state evolution confirms the physics picture of LZSM interference, in which the system starts from the diabatic state, separates to a superposition state after the first LZ transition, then interferes at the second LZ transition. Similarly, we also investigate the evolution starting from the center of avoided crossing, i.e., $\epsilon_\ell/2\pi = 0$. Here $\epsilon_\ell/2\pi = -200\,\text{MHz}$ and $t_{LZS} = 160\,\text{ns}$. In this situation, the system starts from the superposition state and interferes when it passes the avoided crossing. We perform the state tomography measurement in the process to obtain the density matrix of the qubit at $T=1\,\text{ns}$, $84\,\text{ns}$, and $160\,\text{ns}$ shown in Fig. 3(b), representing the qubit state at the beginning, middle, and end of the evolution. The evolution of the density matrix clearly shows the process mentioned above. Numerical simulations for both cases agree well with the measured evolution of density matrix.

Compared with the conventional method of realizing LZSM interference by sweeping external bias parameter, our chirp method has several advantages. The first one is that during the evolution, all parameters of the qubit, such as $T_1$,
The chirp range ing external bias, the evolution may be complicated. Second, as long as they can interact with external microwave irradiation, one can generate LZSM interference to calibrate some crucial characteristics of the system and to conduct quantum control and/or quantum simulation.
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